INSTRUCTIONS:
Draw a line to match the word on the left to the picture on the right.
1. Who is this?

FAT PAT TED DAN

2. Pet Pat is not a ______ or a ______.

(Circle 2)
1. A big man sat on a _______.
   DOG    NAG    HOG

2. The leg of the nag tipped a _______.
   FIG    POT    PAN

3. The man got a _______ to nab the dog, rat, hen, ram and hog.
   NET    BED    BAT
INSTRUCTIONS:
Read the words on the left and then draw lines to match them to the pictures on the right.

Ben  
pen  
putt  
red men  
bill
Instructions:
After reading *Ben and his Pen*, answer the following questions by circling the correct answer.

3. What did Ben get in pen for the men of America?
   - GUNS
   - DOGS
   - FISH